
Decision

BEFORE THE PUBI.IC Ulii.(Til A

JProcurement Policies and Consider Long-1 enn 
Procurement Plans

(Tiled March 22. 2012)

AND DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF THE VOTE
SOLAR INITIATIVE

"j
Tor contribution to Decision (D.) 14-03-004

(Vole Solar)

Assigned AM: Dacid M.Cnmson
Florin

/

in tne wertuicaie oi

ire:

Name: Ronald l.icbert

(to be completed by Claimant except where
indicated)

In Track 4 of this proceeding, (lie Commission considered 
the need Tor additional local capacity requirements in 
SIXi&TTs territorx and the I.A Basin portion of SCh's 
territory in response to the closure of San Onol’re Nuclear 
Cieneralion Station. I mils 2 and 3 (SON(iS). In this Track 4 
decision, the Commission authorized SCI: to procure 
between 500 and 700 of additional MW's and SlXi&l: to 
procure between 500 and N00 of additional MW's.

A

SCI: is authorized to procure between 1.000 and 2.500 MW' 
in the I. A Basin, of which dO".) to 00" ■■ is to be from 
preferred resources. SI X i A I. must procure between 25"n to
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B.

1. Date of Prehearing April IS. 2012V.-'U'I I I VI VII II vv.

2. Other Specified Date for NOI

3. Date NOI Filed: Ma\ 10.2012

4. Was the NOI timelv filed?

5. Based on ALJ ruimg issucu III pi in;ceiling
number:

R.13-12-010

6. Date of ALJ ruling: April 21.2014 

I). 13-07-040j7. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): i

8. Has the Claimant

9. Based on ALJ rulir.0 R.13-12-010 

April 21.2014 

I). 13-07-040

r ■ ~

10. Date of ALJ ruling:

11. Based on another CPUC determination (specify)

12. Has the Claimant derm

13. Identify Final Decision: 1). 14-03-004

14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision: March 14. 2014 

M;i\ 12.201415. File date of compensation request:

16. Was the request: for compensation timely?

C. reference # as appropriate):

Claimant CPUC Comment
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PAR
whe

T II . OIIPIf»TlllTffi XL CONTRIBUTION (to be completed by Claimant except

A.

Specific References to Claimant’s 
Presentations and to Decision

Showing Accepted 
by CPUC

Baak on behalf ol'lhc Vole Solar 
lnitiali\ c). pp.2-4

llial SC II I'irsl should lr\ lo 
salisl'x the I.C R procurement 
authorized by the Commission, 
beyond the 1.000 1.200 MWs
of gas llreil generation 
authorized in I). 13-02-015. 
with preferred resources and 
storage. Based on the SC Ifs 
request for a maximum 
authorization of 2.300 MW s of 
Local Capacity Resources 
(l.CRs). N ote Solar's 
recommendations were for 
between approximate!) 4N 
57" (i to be procured from 
preferred resources or energy 
storage (or 52"n - (■>()".> using 
the 2.500 MW maximum 
authorized in 1). 14-05-004)

procures the maximum 2.500 MW of 
total resources, between 40".) and f>0"n 
will be from preferred resources or 
energy storage."

25. 2015. p.3concern, that under SC Ids 
track 4 procurement proposal, 
it was possible SCh could 
procure as much as 1.700 MWs 
ol'gas-fired generation from 
the 1.200 MW authorized in 
1). 13-02-015 plus 500 MWs 
requested in track 4.

SCL's approach. SC'b could procure as 
much as 1.700 MW from gas-fired 
generation: 1.200 MW per Ordering 
Paragraph la in 1). 13-02-015 plus 500 
MW from this decision. ... It is not 
clear what would actually occur: under 
its proposal. SCT. would control the 
procurement process consistent w ith its 
Track 1 procurement plan. . . . We will 
modify SC'L's proposal lo ensure that 
SC b procures a higher percentage of

exccssne. "runs counter to 
policies intended lo increase 
the use of Preferred 
Resources." and the 
Commission should ensure that
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authorized resources from preferred 
resources ;iiul energy storage. . . . ’I"hisstorage ure procured.

as a result of this decision may he from 
preferred resources."

25. 2013. pp.7-Sin its support of a Preferred 
Resources strategy. Rather. 
Vote Solar believes that 
without the Commission’s 
insistence that the utilities first 
try to procure Preferred 
Resources, it is unlikely the 
utilities will do so."

"Assuming SCI- pursues a least- 
cost best-lit approach to the increased 
discretionary portion of procurement 
authority (the additional 500 700
MW), it is likely that SCR would 
procure mostly gas-fired resources if 
such resources are less cosily than 
preferred resources, from a ratepayer 
perspective, this may be beneficial: 
however, the Loading Order calls for 
prioritization of cost-effective preferred 
resources, in some cases even if they are 
more expensive than other resources.
We will modify SCL's proposal to 
ensure that SCI: procures a higher 
percentage of authorized resources from 
preferred resources and energy storage, 
l or SCI: (and SIXi&L as delineated 
below ). we will not require any specific 
incremental procurement from gas-fired 
resources. This means that all 
incremental procurement as a result of 
this decision may be from preferred 
resources.

SCI:, it is our intent that SIXi&L should 
also pursue significant percentages of 
procurement to replace S()\(iS through 
preferred resources, energy storage and 
consistency with the Loading Order.”

25. 2013. pp.7-Xin its support of a Preferred 
Resources strategy. . . . Vote
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1utilities arc not able to 
complete!), lill their I.CR needs 
with Preferred Resources in the 
neccssarx timeframe. ibex 
should he allowed to fill their 
remaining need with the 
cleanest (iI’(i ax ai table . .

we stronglx intend to continue pursuing 
preferred resources to the greatest extent 
possible, we must alwaxs ensure that 
grid operations are not potential 1\ 
compromised bx excessixe reliance on 
intermittent resources anil resources 
with uncertain abilitx to meet I.CR 
needs.

proceeding (R. 1 1-10-023). w e are 
current lx exploring the abilitx olxarious 
preferred resources and energx storage 
to meet I.CR needs. The ISO is 
engaged in this effort as well. As this 
highlx technical process dex clops, xxc 
w ill haxe a belter idea of how such 
resources can be integrated w ith gas- 
fired resources to ensure reliabililx. In 
addition, we will learn more about the 
extent to which non-gas-ftred resources 
can be used instead of gas-lired 
resources to meet I.CR needs. I'mil this 
effort is better dex eloped, we w ill lake a 
prudent approach to reliability, w Idle 
still promoting preferred resources to 
the greatest extent feasible. The prudent 
approach we lake entails a gradual 
increase in the lex el of preferred 
resources and energx storage into the 
resource mix. to historical!) high 
lex els." ' " I
23. 2013. pp.7-N (emphasis added)if the utilities are not able to 

completelx fill their I.CR needs 
with Preferred Resources 
necessary linnii'dinc 
should be allowed to fill their 
remaining need with the 
cleanest (il'Ci axailable."

02-013 at 3-4 noted that that decision 
was a first step in a longer procurement 
process related to the retirement of OTt 
plants and oilier factors: “We consider 
today’s decision a measured lirst step in 
a longer process. If as much or more of 
the preferred resources we expect do j 
materialize, there will be no need for 
further I.CR procurement based on __
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change. there mav bo ;i need lor further 
I.CR procurement in the next long-term 
procurement proceeding."

ticiion
response to the retirement of SONGS." 
(emphasis added)

25. 2015. p. 10that the Commission tell the 
utilities now that it w ill not 
authori/e contingent site 
preparation orenergv park 
development proposals lor the 
purpose of backstopping I.IPP 
procurement authorizations.”

not opine on potential contingent site 
development plans at this time."

recognizes there mav be some 
\alue in SCIfs request lor 
permission to enter into GIG 
contingenev contracts as 
backup I'orGI G and Preferred 
Resources authorizeil in Tracks 
1 and 4. Vole Solar does not 
liiul similar value or need for 
contingent site preparation 
proposals. SCl-.'s proposal to 
sign PPAs with GITi 
developers that contain opt-out 
clauses appear to be more 
reasonable and simpler to 
implement than the utilities' 
contingent site preparation 
proposals, provided the option 
payment is not exorbitant."

25. 2013. p.9

Solar recognizes there mav be some 
value in SCfs request for permission to 
enter into gas-llred generation 
contingenev contracts as backup for 
resources authorized in Tracks I and 4. 
Vole Solar contends SCf "s proposal to 
sign PPAs with gas-llred generation 
developers that contain opt-out clauses 
appear to be more reasonable and 
simpler to implement than the utilities' 
contingent site preparation proposals, 
provided the option pavment is not 
exorbitant. . . . We need not make a 
determination on the merits of SCI-'s 
contingenev contract proposal here, as 
SCI: is not seeking anv specific 
approval. W'c do see potential value in 
such an approach, because there are 
many unknowns regarding future supplv 
and demand in the I .A Basin: 
contingency contracts mav (if 
appropriately priced, effeclivelv 
managed anil well-located) 
reduce mitigate disruptions and
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recommendation lor the 
Preferred Resources option to 
fulfill the l.CR need from 
Track 1. including 
development ol'the proposal 
Mesa Loop
upgrades. The proposal 
transmission upgrades reduce 
the in
they do not eliminate the need 
for replacement generation 
outside the basin. ... I agree 
with SCL that the proposed 
transmission upgrades will 
significant!) enhance reliability 
and provide more flexibility for 
the in 
grid."

Hank on behalf of the Vole Solar 
Initiative). p.3

Baak on behalfoflhe Vote Solar 
Initiative). p.9. In.3

on the need for the Pio Pico 
facility in this testimony.
I low ever, should the 
Commission disallow 
development of this facililv. he 
300 MW that was to be 
provided by Pio Pico should be 
included in the proposed 
Preferred Resources 
authorization."

that there is a reasonable possibility that 
at least one oflhe transmission solutions 
examined by SCL and SlXicCb will be 
operational by 2022. The least complex 
ofthese projects is the Mesa-I.oop-ln 
project, which is therefore the most 
likelv to meet this timeframe.

proposed transmission solutions in the 
record would most likely lower l.CR 
needs, if completed in the appropriate 
timeframe. While the l.CR effect of 
such potential transmission Notations has 
been c|iuinlilied, we conclude that it i* 
reasonable to consider this potential as a 
directional indicator rather than a 
reduction to the l.CR needs idemiHal by 
the ISO. Therefore, potential 
transmission solutions give us more
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lime lo aulhori/e the utilities lo procure 
all of the resources indicated lo be 
neeessar\ in die ISO's stud\.

procure from 25,,»to 1 ()()".■ ol'additional 
resources authorized by this decision 
from preferred resources or energy 
storage. We prov ide ibis u ider ranee of 
possibilities for SI)(i<Yh. as compared 
lo SCI-!, because SI)(icSe 1! is already 
approved lo procure about oOO MW 
from lias-llred generation (Pio Pico).”

. . . expanding SCL's proposed 
I.iv ing Pilol lo include 
advanced inverters as a means 
ofsupplying voltage control, 
establishing procurement 
mechanisms to allow phased 
deploy ment of greater 
quantities of distributed PY. 
and using distributed PY in 
combination with energy 
efficiency, automated demand 
response and energv storage lo 
meet I.CR needs in the I.A 
Basin and San Diego, and 
providing incentives for PY 
system owners to orient their 
arrays to the west to maximi/.e 
late afternoon energy 
production."

Bank on hehalfof the N ote Solar 
Initiative). p. 1

applications. SCI- eotdd . . . 
target| ] large commercial 
facilities on the circuits 
identified by SCI: and CAISO 
as having the greatest I.CR or 
voltage support needs. . . . 
Rather than scrv ing facility 
load, one option is for the large

Baak on behalf of the Yole Solar 
Initiative), pp. b-7

identified a number of resources, at least 
some of which are reasonably likely to 
be procured in the S()\(iS study area
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designed so dial the PY system 
supplies energy and reactive 
power directl\ lo die 
grid rather than supplying 
energy Tor the customers" 
loads. This wotdd greatly 
simplil\ the metering and 
monitoring requirements for 
energy consumed to provide 
reactive power lor voltage 
support as well as actual walls 
and YARs produced."

proceeding. These include . . . demand 
response, energy efficiency. .solar PY 
and energv storage resources. In 
addition, while it is speculative lo 
consider the impacts of resources such 
as reactive power support, iI'such 
resources are available and effective at 
the right place and in a timely manner, 
they wotdd have the impact of lowering 
I.C'R needs, further, the future Living 
Pilot may add additional resources. W e 
find that it is unreasonable to assume 
that none of these resources will be 
procured and able to meet local 
reliability needs in the SONGS scrv ice 
area bv 2022."

Baak on behalf of the Yole Solar 
Initiative), pp.4-5

Pilot wotdd provide valuable 
data on the ability id’Preferred 
Resources to meet I.CR needs 
and could be used to develop 
best practices for implementing 
Preferred Resources and 
energv storage technologies. 
The I.iv ing Pilot should be 
expanded to include testing of 
advanced inverters for PY lo 
demonstrate the voltage and 
frequency support capabilities 
this technology offers. Yoliagc 
support is an issue (.'AISO.
SCT. and SDGtYh all indicated
was a serious concern
post
inverters strategically located 
throughout the distribution grid 
could provide voltage support 
at critical areas within the 
distribution grid. Including 
advanced inverters in the pilot, 
coincident with deployment of 
smart grid capabilities, could 
help spur deployment of this 
technology while penetration |
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slill relalixelx low. polenliallx 
increasing the \nine of 
distributed PY lor reliable grid 
operation.”

Commission direct SCI- and 
SIXicYh to submit applications 
to institute Preferred Resources 
Pilots.”

25. 2013. p.9

purpose and need Idr I.i\ ing 
Pilot programs and x iew s them 
as a means of le\ eraging 
market-drixen and incenlixe- 
drixen Preferred Resources, 
including rooftop solar, smart 
inx erters and energy storage. to 
the maximum benefit of the 
grid, consumers and potential 
market participants.

PI)

pilot program similar to SCli's 
I.ix ing Pilot proposal to 
monitor and exalualc the 
ability of Preferred Resources 
to meet I.CR needs.

Baak on behalf of the Vole Solar 
Iniliatixe). p. 10

purpose of the I.ix ing Pilot is to 
aggressixelx pursue energx efficiencx. 
demand response and distributed 
generation resources in this high impact 
area. SCli intends to use the Pilot to 
demonstrate the xalne that preferred 
resources can contribute to meeting 
I.CR needs. . . |T|he I.ix ing Pilot is 
promising both as a wax to meet I.CR 
needs and its a laboratory for innoxation 
regarding preferred resources. W e 
intend to lake a close look at the I.ix ing 
Pilot when St I! Hies its application, 
l or now. we simplx note that projects 
which may become part of the I.ix ing 
Pilot max haxe the potential to reduce
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LCR needs in the I.A Basin.
In addition, we strongly 

encourage Sl)(i&b to pursue its own 
I.i\ ing Pilot, or a tailored \ersion of it. . 
. . SI)C icV: 1 ■ should consider this 
decision as the Commission's request."

B.

Yes

Yes

primarily focused on solar photovoltaic (PY) issues, in particular, the 
use of solar PY to satisfy preferred resources requirements and the 
need for research and development of smart inverters as part of the 
Living Pilot proposals. However. Yote Solar also generally supported 
the use of preferred resources and energy storage to satisfy local 
capacity resource needs, which in varying forms of support, was also 
addressed by other parlies, which included CbbRT. Sierra Club, Clean 
Coalition. NRDC and (T..IA

duplication or how your participation supplemented, complemented, or 
contributed to that of another party:
proceeding. Yote Solar had meetings and conference calls with 
various combinations of the follow ing parties, for the purpose of 
discussing joint issues and litigation strategies, coordinating cross
examination of vv itnesses and avoiding duplication of issues: l)RA. 
TURN. CbbRT. Sierra Club. Clean Coalition. NRDC and Cl1.1A. In 
particular. Yote Solar significantly reduced its originally anticipated 
cross-examination of vv itnesses as a result of these meetings.

The Division of Ratepayer Advocates was renamed the Office of Ratepayer Advocates effective 
September 26, 2013, pursuant to Seriate Bill No. 96 (Budget Act of 2013: public resources), which was 
approved by the Governor on September 26, 2013.
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te)I

Claimant CPUC Comment

I

ill; REAS ,_ j be
completed by Claimant except where indicated)

reasonable relationship with benefits realized through participation (include 
references to record, where appropriate)
Vole Solar's participation in this proceeding was directed at poliev and 
cm ironmcntal matters, and there lore ascertaining direct bcneHts. in terms 
ol'aclual dollars, to ratepayers is difficult. Nevertheless. Vole Solar's 
actions as an indiv idual parts resulted in direct anti specific ratepayer 
benefits in that the Commission determined, as Vote Solar asserted, that the 
utilities be required to satisfy their local capacity requirements with greater 
levels of preferred resources and storage than they proposed, in accordance 
vv ith Loading Order requirements and to minimize (II I(i emissions issues.

million, p.3. which states:

they were eligible in the past vv ith the understanding that lliev represent 
customers whose environmental interests include the concern that. e.g.. 
regulators policies encourage the adoption of all cost-effective 
conservation measures and discourage unnecessary new generating 
resources that are expensive and cm ironmentallv damaging. They 
represent customers who have a concern for the environment which 
distinguishes their interests from the interests represented by Commission 
staff, for example." niinieo. p.3

advocacy by Vote Solar anil its focus on environmental concerns and 
developing the full potential of solar and other preferred resources.

“Hat" management structure. Vote Solar continuously strives, whenever 
practical or possible, to narrow participation to areas where Vote Solar is 
more likely to bring a unique voice, perspective or contribution.
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otherwise, dedicated lull time to CPI'('-related issues. Alter Ms. lolev's 
departure from Vole Solar to become ('lit' Commissioner l)a\id 
I lochschild's ad\ isor. Vote Solar no longer had an\ in house legal counsel 
and so retained the law firm of ldlison. Schneider <V I larris (IiSI I). located 
in Sacramento. California, to provide the specialized expertise needed for 
the representation of N ote Solar's interests in track 4 of this proceeding

Solar on all aspects of track 4. Vole Solar is seeking intervenor 
compensation onlv for Mr. I.ieherl. (
ivimhurscmcnl fur any uf Ms. f'uhy \ linn- spam on this prucccJiny). 
I.iebert has extensive experience representing customer groups anil interest 
groups at the CPCC and the cumulative hours Mr. I.iebert spent on this 
matter, including hearings, briefs and comments were reasonable and 
neccssarv.

Jim Baak. who was Vote Solar's expert witness in this track 4 proceeding. 
I .'sing Mr. Baak as Vole Solar's expert vv itness was less expensive than 
retaining an outside expert vv itness both in time billed and rate charged. 
Therefore. Mr. Hank's time spend on this matter also was reasonable and 
neccssarv.

miles from the Commission, as per the intervenor compensation rules. Vole 
Solar is not requesting anv travel time or travel expenses for Mr. I.iebert to 
attend proceedings at the Commission.

capacilv resources authori/ed bv the Commission, bevond the 1.000 
1.200 MWs of gas fired generation authorized in I).13-02-015. with 
preferred resources and storage before seeking additional gas-llred 
generation resources: 1 12.20 hours (27.53"n)

MW from gas-ft red generation: 57.05 hours (14.22"n)

preparation or energv park development proposals for the purpose of 
backstopping I.TPI’ procurement authorizations: 10.55 hours (4.00"..)

enter into gas-llred generation contingencv contracts as backup for
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resource needs: 2N.40 hours (^.^7'’<>)

energ\ storage resources. ;uul their abilitx other henel’ils. such us reacli\e 
power support, eun reduce local capacity resource neetls: 33.45 hours 
(S.21’

data on the ;ihilil\ orprererred resources to meet local capacity resource 
needs and whether SIXiiScL should pursue a I.i\ ing Pilot program as well: 
39.70 hours (9.74".,) " "

B.

Rate $ Total $Year Hours Rate $ Basis for Rate*
Pending First
time
representative 
rate request for 
2012 and 2013, 
submitted in 
R. 11-10-023, 
dated August
30, 2013___ __

65.7 S420 See Comment

Total $ Hours

IK9.3 S395
Ronald
I.ichert
(RI.)

Ronald
Lichen
(RI.)

below

$275 Lirst-time07.1
Jim Bunk 
(.111) rate request 

rationale 
pro\ ideil in 
Attachment 3

2014 1N.45 S275 First-time 5.073.75
L
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(.IB) rule request 
rationale 
pro\ ided in 
Attachment 3

OTHE
E

Hours Total $Total $ Rate

lirst-time4.7 SI 00
Janssen
(HU) rate request 

rationale 
pro\ ided in 
Altiielimenl 4

3.2 lirsl-limeSI 00
Janssen
(HU) rale request 

rationale 
pro\ ided in 
Altiielimenl 4

■Siii '30

Hours Total $Total $ Rate

23.4 S210 of requested1

I.ieberi

of requested5.75 SI 37 1

urn
.75

# Detail
Total - Photocopies. postage, 
federal l:\press (details ;ill;ielied 
to end of limeslieets in Allaelinienl

Amount Amount

2)
TOTAL AWARD: $

When entering items, t>
*lf hourly rate based on 
Travel and Reasonable

ale.
ai hourly rate.
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Date Admitted to CA BAR2 Member Number Actions Affecting

If “Yes”, attach 
explanation

NoDecember 1 1. 1989 142904 __ i

C. Al I Comments on Part nit
ion):co

i 3r
t

Certificate nf Service
C ontemporaneous l ime Sheets for Attornex and Policy Dircctor/Kxpcrl W itness
a daily listing of the speeilie tasks performed for this proceeding bv Attornex Ronald 
I.iebert. \'ole Solar's Policy Director and Lxperl Witness for this proceeding. Jim Bank 
and Paralegal brie Janssen, is set forth in Attachment 2. In preparing Attachment 2. 
Mr. I.iebert reviewed all of the recorded hours devoted to this proceeding and included 
onlv those reasonably related to the issues covered in the decision, 
first-time representative - rate request rationale for Jim liaak

f irst-time representative - rate request rationale for f'.ric Janssen

2014 Hourly Kate for Attornex Ronald I.iebert
Vole Solar seeks an hourly rate of S420. Vote Solar previously requested a l irst-time 
representative rate for Mr. I.iebert ofS395 for 2012 and 2013 in R.l 1-10-023. 
submitted on August 30. 2013. Vole Solar's requested rate for Mr. I.iebert for 2014 is 
an increase ofh.5,,n. presuming:. a COLA of approximate!) I.5lln is authorized by the 
Commission for 2014 plus the first of two v"n step increases available in the 13 years 
experience tier, as permitted bv 1).08-04-010.

Reason

This information may be obtained at: http://www.calbar.ca.gov/.
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■)or

■ of this form)

If SO:

Reason for Opposition CPUC Disposition

If not:

Comment CPUC Disposition

F GS OF FACT

Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to D.1.

The requested hourly rates for Claimant’s representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services.

2.

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed.

3.

The total of reasonable contribution is $4.

1. The Claim, with any adjustment set forth above, [satisfi.es/fai.ls to satisfy] all 
requirements of Pub. Util. Code §§ 1801-1812.
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Claimant is awarded $1.

2.

The comment period for today’s decision [is/is not] waived.3.

This decision is effective today.4.

Dated , at San Francisco, California.
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